. Replication timing profiles of five human cell lines. (A) Replication timing for a region of chromosome 4, centered on the centromere (shaded). All samples were compared to an average replication timing profile of six lymphoblastoid cell lines (labelled "LCLs", from [1] ). (B) The replication timing profiles for all five cell lines displayed strong spatiotemporal structure, as measured by autocorrelation. (C) Pearson correlations among cell lines. These are within the expected range for different cell types, given previous studies [2, 3] . Figure S2 . Copy number in 1Mb windows for the G1-phase fractions, following mappability-and GC-bias correction using GenomeSTRiP [4] . GM12878 is diploid and A2780 is near-diploid, while HCC1143, HCC1954, and HEK293T display many chromosome gains and losses. Normalization of the S-phase fractions against these G1-phase backgrounds was necessary to account for these changes in sequencing read depth that do not reflect DNA replication. To account for the effects of sampling, we designated random size-matched genomic regions as the "centromeres" and calculated the correlation for these regions between cell lines, for 1,000 iterations. In 999 of 1,000 iterations, the distribution of correlation coefficients for an equivalent number of size-matched random loci was greater and significantly different from the observed distribution of centromeric correlation coefficients. Gray bars display the log10 p-value from a two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for each comparison (range: 10 -34 -10 -4 ). The black line indicates the Bonferroni-corrected p-value threshold of 5 x 10 -5 for 1000 tests.
